Virtual Booths Checklist

Virtual 2D/3D Exhibition Booths

General Booth Setup

* If you would like to design these elements on PowerPoint use this pixel to centimeter converter to get the
dimensions right.

Please notice below the specific dimensions for these design elements.
All pictures should be in PNG or JPG format.

VIRTUAL BOOTH ELEMENTS
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1.
Active
Once you are happy with your booth, enable it by clicking
“Active”.
2.
Booth tittle & Email for Notifications
Enter the chosen name for your booth and an email if you wish
you receive notifications

3.
Booth Position & Booth Level
Create 1-4 sponsor levels (or categories) and select the order of
the booths (you must always have at least one sponsor level and
one booth in position 1).
4.
Booth Type:
Choose if you would like the booth to be 2D or 3D (see what 2D
and 3D booths look like in the following pages).

Virtual 2D Booth

* If you would like to design these elements on PowerPoint use this pixel to centimeter converter to get the
dimensions right.

Please notice below the specific dimensions for these design elements.
All pictures should be in PNG or JPG format.

2D VIRTUAL BOOTH ELEMENTS
1) Large Top Banner: 1490 x 360 px.
2) Description: allows unlimited text and integration of pictures (no
specific dimensions).

3) Social Media Handles and Chat: add links to social media and assign
a person for generic representative tasks.
4) Booth Representatives: assign up to 3 dedicated representatives.
Check how to onboard sponsors here.

5) Video: add YouTube or Vimeo video ID.
6) Banner Right Top: 480 x 320 px.
7) iFrame: integrate different iFrames such as location, weather, or
playlists (optimum size: 480 x 320 px). Not all applications can be
embedded as an iFrame (check here).
8) Banner Right Bottom: 480 x 320 px.
9) Highlights: allows unlimited text and integration of pictures (no
specific dimensions).

Virtual 2D Booth
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* If you would like to design these elements on PowerPoint use this pixel to centimeter converter to get the
dimensions right.

Please notice below the specific dimensions for these design elements.
All pictures should be in PNG or JPG format.
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2D VIRTUAL BOOTH ELEMENTS
1.
Banner For Booth Overview
Upload a banner for the overview of your
sponsor booths
2.
Banner For Event Dashboard (Rotating
Banner) 340x75
For a consistent design, design both banners
with 340 x 75 px.
3.
Large Banner Center
Upload a banner with the following
dimensions 1490 x 360 px (if 2D booth) or
810 x 120 px (if 3D booth) and connect it to
any URL.
4.
Booth Representatives
Assign up to 3 dedicated representatives.
Check how to onboard sponsors here.
5.
Booth Representative (CTA button)
Assign a person for generic representative
tasks.

* If you would like to design these elements on PowerPoint use this pixel to centimeter converter to get the
dimensions right.

Virtual 2D Booth

Please notice below the specific dimensions for these design elements.
All pictures should be in PNG or JPG format.

2D VIRTUAL BOOTH ELEMENTS
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6.
Description
Allows unlimited text and integration of pictures (no
specific dimensions).
7.
Highlights
Allows unlimited text and integration of pictures (no
specific dimensions).
8.
iFrame
Integrate different iFrames such as location, weather,
or playlists (optimum size: 480 x 320 px). Not all
applications can be embedded as an iFrame (check
here).
9.
Social Media Handles
Add links to social media.

Virtual 2D Booth

* If you would like to design these elements on PowerPoint use this pixel to centimeter converter to get the
dimensions right.

Please notice below the specific dimensions for these design elements.
All pictures should be in PNG or JPG format.

2D VIRTUAL BOOTH ELEMENTS
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10.
Booth Banners
480 x 320 px.

11.
Video
Add YouTube or Vimeo video ID.
12.
Networking Table
Add a networking table to your booth (100 participants)
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[Standard] 3D Booth

* If you would like to design these elements on PowerPoint use this pixel to centimeter converter to get the
dimensions right.

Please notice below the specific dimensions for these design elements.
All pictures should be in PNG or JPG format.
3D VIRTUAL BOOTH ELEMENTS
1) Large Top Banner: 811 x 120 px.
2) Video: add YouTube or Vimeo video ID (311 x 196 px).
3) Tall Left Banner: 126 x 326 px.
4) Tall Right Banner: 180 x 325 px.
5) Left Shelf: top social media 65 x 66 px; middle social media 68 x 73 px;
bottom social media 67 x 58 px.
6) Right Shelf: top info 65 x 65 px; middle info 68 x 73 px; bottom info 67 x
58 px.
7) Reception Desk: logo 72 x 26 px; picture main contact person 70 x 70 px.
8) Standing representatives (left and right): 130 x 360 px (no background).
9) Small Banners (left and right): 131 x 168 px.
10)Booth Representatives: assign up to 3 dedicated sponsor representatives.
Check how to onboard sponsors here.

[Standard] 3D Booth
1

* If you would like to design these elements on PowerPoint use this pixel to centimeter converter to get the
dimensions right.

Please notice below the specific dimensions for these design elements.
All pictures should be in PNG or JPG format.

3D VIRTUAL BOOTH ELEMENTS
1.
Standing representatives (left and right)
130 x 360 px (no background).
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2.
Left Shelf
Top social media 65 x 66 px; middle social media 68 x 73 px; bottom social
media 67 x 58 px.
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3.
Right Shelf
Top info 65 x 65 px; middle info 68 x 73 px; bottom info 67 x 58 px.
4.
Reception Desk
logo 72 x 26 px; picture main contact person 70 x 70 px.

[Standard] 3D Booth

* If you would like to design these elements on PowerPoint use this pixel to centimeter converter to get the
dimensions right.

Please notice below the specific dimensions for these design elements.
All pictures should be in PNG or JPG format.
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3D VIRTUAL BOOTH ELEMENTS
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5.
Small Banners (left and right)
131 x 168 px.
6.
Tall Left Banner
126 x 326 px.
7.
Tall Right Banner
180 x 325 px.
8.
Video
Add YouTube or Vimeo video ID (311 x 196 px).

[Blue] 3D Booth

* If you would like to design these elements on PowerPoint use this pixel to centimeter converter to get the
dimensions right.

Please notice below the specific dimensions for these design elements.
All pictures should be in PNG or JPG format.
3D VIRTUAL BOOTH ELEMENTS
1) Large Top Banner: 811 x 120 px.
2) Video: add YouTube or Vimeo video ID (293 x 174 px).
3) Tall Left/Right Banner: 155 x 375 px.
4) Left Column: top social media 56 x 56 px; middle social media 56 x 56 px;
bottom social media 56 x 56 px.
5) Right Column: top info 100 x 75 px; middle info 100 x 75 px; bottom info
100 x 75 px.

6) Reception Desk: 136 x 158 px.
7) Booth Representatives: assign up to 3 dedicated sponsor representatives.
Check how to onboard sponsors here.

[Blue] 3D Booth
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* If you would like to design these elements on PowerPoint use this pixel to centimeter converter to get the
dimensions right.

Please notice below the specific dimensions for these design elements.
All pictures should be in PNG or JPG format.

3D VIRTUAL BOOTH ELEMENTS
1.
Booth Representatives
Assign up to 3 dedicated sponsor representatives. Check how to onboard
sponsors here.
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2.
Left Column
Top social media 56 x 56 px; middle social media 56 x 56 px; bottom social
media 56 x 56 px.
3.
Right Column
Top info 100 x 75 px; middle info 100 x 75 px; bottom info 100 x 75 px.
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[Blue] 3D Booth

* If you would like to design these elements on PowerPoint use this pixel to centimeter converter to get the
dimensions right.

Please notice below the specific dimensions for these design elements.
All pictures should be in PNG or JPG format.

3D VIRTUAL BOOTH ELEMENTS
4.
Tall Left/Right Banner
155 x 375 px.
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Have a
Question?
Get in touch with us!

Mariana Sarmento
Business Development
mariana@scoocs.co

Ana Martins

Business Development
ana@scoocs.co

